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A masterful shaman is one

who has the ability

to manifest

in all dimensions,

the seen and the unseen.

Path of the Sexual Shaman
A 2-weekend training intensive in 

Shamanic Transformation
including

A.  The Shaman’s Energy

B.  The Shaman’s Double

C.  The Shaman’s Allies

  

www.SexualShaman.com

Contact in Australia

Liana Gailand 

02 6684 2050  /  Skype: lgailand

lianagailand@bigpond.com



We all are very familiar with the sexual expressions of procreation, 
romantic love, and sexual pleasure. We must, however, step outside of our 
cultural paradigm to understand a fourth realm: energy-merging sex.

Here, orgasm—in all of its energetic forms—is the catalyst. “Energetic 
orgasms” manifest a primordial, earth-wind-water-fire energy. This is the 
type of energy that builds our “shamanic infrastructure” and enables us to 
function through our intent in all dimensions. 

Emphasizing the shamanic transformational aspect of our sexual nature 
with energy merging and energetic orgasms, this training presents a 
ceremonial approach to energy, wisdom, and intent.

The shamanic transformation process consists of merging our energies with 
another’s and coordinating-directing-intensifying these energies. In the 
Path of the Sexual Shaman training, we focus on developing our energetic 
structures that enable us to do this process and thus transform ourselves 
and others.

Path of
The Sexual Shaman

A 2-Weekend Training in Shamanic Transformation

WHEN:
  • March 12-14:  Fri. – Sun.,  9:00 AM – 4:00 PM
  • March 19-21:  Fri. – Sun.,  9:00 AM – 4:00 PM

WHERE: Byron Bay and Sydney concurrently

FOR WHOM: Somatic, psychological, and energetic practitioners, plus   
  spiritual seekers
NOTE:  • There is no explicit, physical sex in this training.
 • Led by Kenneth Ray Stubbs via Internet visual connection.
 • Participants must attend all sessions.

FEE: • $1200 AUD  — $1100 if pay deposit by Feb. 10 
   • $300 deposit – remainder due March 5 
 • Cancellation Policy: Full refund if cancel by March 1  
  — afterward: minus $300 (applied to future training)
PAYMENT: via credit card, PayPal, or bank transfer: 
  call Liana Gailand 02 6684 2050  /  Skype: lgailand

   email: lianagailand@bigpond.com

INSTRUCTOR: Kenneth Ray Stubbs, Ph.D.
Ray has been on a shamanic path for almost two decades and is a 13-
year SunDancer. Tibetan Buddhism has also been a major influence in 
his life. He has studied and taught many somatic modalities and has 
written/created over a dozen books and DVDs on sexuality, includ-
ing Sacred Orgasms, The Essential Tantra, and Women of the Light: The 
New Sacred Prostitute. He co-created the 90-minute documentary The 
Sacred Prostitute, and his new documentary, Path of the Sexual Shaman: 
Teachings on Energy, Orgasm, and Wisdom, has just been released. His 
forthcoming book is The Sexual Shaman: Ceremonies for Energy, Wisdom, 
and Transformation. Ray is the former vice-president of the Association of 
Sexual Energy Professionals.

www.SexualShaman.com

phone or email

Liana Gailand 
02 6684 2050  / Skype: lgailand

lianagailand@bigpond.com

The Path of the Sexual Shaman training for practitioners/teachers 
transforms and enables your “subtle energy” bodies to fully engage 
another’s luminosity. This energetic approach can be used in con-
junction with the professional methods you are already employing.


